
Corrigendum 02 in GeM portal  
 

1:  The Bidder shall furnish, as part of its bid, a receipt of payment through Bank Guarantee/ Banker’s 
Cheque/ FDR/ Demand Draft/ NEFT/ RTGS from a scheduled bank to the below mentioned account.  
Name of the Beneficiary: HLL INFRA TECH SERVICES LTD.  
Account No. 57500000119955 
Bank Details: HDFC BANK LTD, NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH  
IFSC Code: HDFC0000088 NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH 

IFSC Code: HDFC0000088 
 



Sl.
No. 

Tender Specification 
(Clause No & Page No)

Representations Received from the bidders Prebid Clarification

1
Pg. 3 of Bid document: Product information- Elution volume - 
30µl - 100µl 

Clarification required is this statement means minimum elution 
volume required is 30µl  and maximum 100µl. Our specification is 
60µl - 80µl. Clarification required if we technically qualify for the 
same.

Acceptable

2
Pg. 3 of Bid document: Shipping conditions: The cumulative time 
temperature indicator technology use on each kit (prequalified by 
WHO)

This point is not clear to us. The quoted product is not a cold chain 
product and there is no requirement of temperature indicator

Being a non-golden technical parameter in GeM 
bidding document, Bidder may offer as per their 
product specification.

3
Pge. 4 of Bid document: Pack size of the kit (Number of test or 
reactions) - 100 

Request you to kindly include 250 tests also
Being a non-golden technical parameter in GeM 
bidding document, Bidder may offer as per their 
product specification.

4
Pg. 4 of Bid document, Additional requirements, Size of tubes: It 
is mentioned size of tubes - 1.5ml - 2ml 

This point is irrelevant for silica column membrane based Viral RNA 
extraction kit. Therefore request you to kindly remove this point or 
please mention NA  in the relevant column.

Not Acceptable

5 Pg. 2 of Bid document: Advisory Bank ePBG HDFC Can we get the e-PBG done from other bank like SBI etc? Yes.

6

Pg. 2 of Bid document, experience criteria (point no 1): In respect 
of the filter applied for experience criteria, it is mentioned bidder 
or its OEM should have regularly, manufactured and supplied 
same or similar category products to any central/State Govt 
Organizations/PSU/Public Listed Company for number of years as 
indicated in the bid documents before the bid opening date. 
Copies of relevant contract to be submitted along with bid in 
support of having supplied some quantity during each year. In 
case of bunch bids, the category of primary product having 
highest value should meet this criterion.

Please include private labs and other private organizations since 
procurement is done by all for all viral disease patients. Please 
clarify if other Covid-19 products can be considered under similar 
category produts as well. Also, please clarify what does bunch bid 
mean.

Experience Certificate for the supply to any 
Govt/ PSU/ any renowned private organisation 
along with Supply/ Purchase Order.

7

Pg. 2 of Bid document: Under past performance (point no 3): It is 
mentioned, the bidder or its OEM should have supplied same or 
similar category products for 10% of bid quantity  in at least one 
of the last three years before the bid opening date to any 
central/State Govt Organizations/PSU/Public Listed Company.

Please include private organizations as well. Also please remove the 
sentence last three FY and amend it to up to current FY before the 
bid opening date since the demand for this product actually came 
up after March and maximum supplies were made post March 2020. 
Prior to Covid-19 pandemic/prior to April, this product was not a 
regular product in demand and accordingly supplies were also not 
that high.

Experience Certificate for the supply to any 
Govt/ PSU/ any renowned private organisation 
along with Supply/ Purchase Order.

8
Pg. 5 of Bid document: Advance Sample - Agree to provide 
advance sample of the product for buyer's approval before 
commencement of supply in case of bidding

Clarification required, if sample is required after receipt of Purchase 
Order and before supply or sample is required on qualification of 
bid. 

After issue of purchase order, the ordered 
quantity shall be delivered at different central 
depots. After delivery, the same will be quality 
tested and only satisfactory product will be 
distributed. 

9
Pg. 5, Bid specific additional terms and conditions : Bid reserved 
for make in India products: 

Please elaborate this point as this point is not clear to us. We are 
OEM and therefore please clarify if certificate from CA is Okay to 
claim make in India

Tender Terms shall prevail. Please refer clause 
no. 9 of Bid Specific Additional Terms and 
Conditions

10

Pg. 1 of Corrigendum 01: Point no 4,  Eligibility: The bidders are 
required to submit relevant documents like production capacity, 
current orders in hand, free production capacity for the items 
offered

Please clarify the meaning of Free Production Capacity
Free production Capacity = Production Capacity - 
Orders in Hand

11
Pg. 3 of Corrigendum 01,  Point no 20: There is no clear statement 
towards the payment terms.

Please clarify within how many days the payment shall be cleared. 
Payment will be released without delay upon 
submission of requisite document without any 
ambiguity.

12

Pg. 4 of Corrigendum 01: Point no 26,  Required Delivery 
Schedule:  It is  mentioned the delivery within 30 days of 
placement of NoA and the supply line /schedule will be as per 
decision of ICMR/Buyer which will be indicated at the time of 
issuing the purchase order. 

For delivery of such higher quantities, we needs an assurance and a 
documented clarity that we will get enough time to deliver the 
consignment or else schedule of supply can be worked out mutually.  

Tender Terms shall prevail. Consignee wise 
Detailed delivery schedule will be provided at 
time of issue of order.

13
Pg. 2, Point 13, Corrigendum GEM/2020/B/717967: The bar 
coding shall also be properly understood and marked on the 
package as per the provision of the specification.

Please elaborate this point as this point is not clear to us. Tender terms shall prevail.

14
In the earlier tender the kit compatibility was
"manual and/or automated platforms" whereas now it is Manual 
Platform and Automated Platform

We request that this requirement may please be reverted back to 
the earlier kit compatibility criterion of Manual and/or Automated 
Platforms as automated systems are closed systems and manual kits 
of one manufacturer cannot work on an automated system of other 
manufacturer.
We would like to state that without this correction we are unable to 
participate in the bid on GeM because the portal does not allow us 
to proceed further.

Not acceptable

15
Point no.11, Page no.6
Experience Certificate

As our product is new, we won't be able to provide an experience 
certificate

Tender terms shall prevail.

16 Past Performance Certificate
As our product is new, we won't be able to produce the same. But 
for performance certificate, we can attach the ICMR approval

Tender terms shall prevail.

17 EMD submission Format Please specify

BG, FDR, DD & RTGS
Name of the Beneficiary: HLL INFRA TECH 
SERVICES LTD.
Bank Details: HDFC BANK LTD, NOIDA, UTTAR 
PRADESH
IFSC Code: HDFC0000088

18
Kit  Compatibility: Manual Platform,Automated
Platform

Is it important for a manual kit to be compatible with an automated 
system available

Yes.

19 Point 34 of Corrigendum
Since our kit is of room temperature, it would not need a 
temperature logger. Please confirm if this point can be waived off.

Not Acceptable

Response To Pre-Bid Queries (Pre-Bid date: 28-07-2020)
Bid No:- GEM/2020/B/705557 Dated: 20-07-2020

Item Name:- Viral RNA Extraction Kits (Column based)
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Representations Received from the bidders Prebid Clarification

Response To Pre-Bid Queries (Pre-Bid date: 28-07-2020)
Bid No:- GEM/2020/B/705557 Dated: 20-07-2020

Item Name:- Viral RNA Extraction Kits (Column based)

20
Kit  Compatibility: Manual Platform,Automated
Platform

In tender no GEM/2020/B/705557 the kit compatibility has been set 
as golden parameter. And compatibility with Both Manual and 
Automatic plateform is demanded. Please remove this from Golden 
parameter to normal parameter so that kits compatible with only 
manual plateform can be quoted. As even the kit having 
compatibility with automatic plateform will require specific 
compatible machine without which the automatic feature of the kit 
is not useful

Not Acceptable

21
Kit  Compatibility: Manual Platform,Automated
Platform

SUGGESTION: It should not be a golden parameter

Justification: As every manual kit cant work on all automated Silica 
Membrane Column extraction system

Not Acceptable

22
The  cumulative time temperature indicator technology used on  
each kit (prequalified by  WHO): YES

Amendments Required: The cumulative time temperature indicator 
on  each kit or data logger should be used with each consignment. 
As per WHO guideline, the range would be –15 degree to -20 degree 
centigrade.

Justification: Instead of cumulative time temperature indicator on  
each kit, data logger can also be used with each consignment. As per 
WHO guideline, the range would be –15 degree to -20 degree 
centigrade.

Being a non-golden technical parameter in GeM 
bidding document, Bidder may offer as per their 
product specification.

23
Samples from which Viral RNA can be extracted - 
Plasma,Serum,CSF,Urine,Ot her cell-free body fluids,Cellculture 
supernatant,Nasopharyngea l swab,Oropharyngeal Swabs

Specification should also include viral RNA extraction from Stool 
sample, which is an important sample source for Covid testing. 
Detection of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in stools and sewage has recently 
been reported, and many patients are coming positive with gastro 
intestinal symptoms. Vendor should also upload the optimized 
protocol for extraction from different sample source.   

Not Acceptable

24 Process of extraction- Centrifugation
Process for extraction should also include vacuum technologyalong 
with spin column which provides ease of use and flexibility for high 
throughput applications without automation 

Not Acceptable

25 Yield of the Viral RNA (Recovery)- 85
The yield of viral RNA should be more than 90% using the kit. This 
will provide user the confidence to get accurate detection result 
from patient sample and avoid false reporting. 

Not Acceptable

26
Use of carrier RNA in the kit to capture maximum amount of the 
Viral RNA from sample or to enhance quantity of eluted viral RNA - 
Yes

The amount of Carrier RNA provided with the kit should be 
mentioned and it should not be less than 1500 µg.

Not Acceptable

27
Time per run should be included in the specification: 20 minutes / 
prep for our kit, and is the fastest in the market

Not Acceptable

28

Carrier RNA should be supplied in Lyophilized to have better storage 
and handling - Lyophilized carrier RNA will help the end-user to 
reconstitute as per their need and also help in maintain the integrity 
of the Carrier RNA, which performs better than a premixed Carrier 
RNA. 

Not Acceptable

29 Kit Compatibility:-

30
Elution buffer contains necessary components to prevent 
microbial growth and contamination with Rnases

Component used to prevent microbial growth in the Elution buffer 
must be mentioned.

Not Acceptable

31
Optimized for use with biological fluids and cell-free samples such 
as serum, plasma, swabs, and cell culture medium

Optimized for use with biological fluids and cell-free samples such as 
serum, plasma, swabs, cell culture medium and stool.

Tender Terms & Condition Shall prevail

32
Details of viral RNA Extraction protocols provided with the kit, for 
both Manual and Automation.

Protocol for all sample type should be provided by the kit 
manufacturer.

Yes.

33 Shipping Condition:

34
PACKAGING: Pack Size of the Kit (Number of Test or Reactions)- 
100

Pack size of the kit should vary from 100 to 250 rxn.
Being a non-golden technical parameter in GeM 
bidding document, Bidder may offer as per their 
product specification.
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